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Subordinate  Clauses: Composition Activities 

Create Your Own Rube Goldberg Machine: Explanatory (see Paragraph Activities for full information on 

Rube Goldberg) 
Begin by following the directions for the Rube Goldberg paragraph assignment.  Next, create your own Rube Goldberg 
style cartoon showing a diagram for an overly complicated machine that accomplishes a very simple task.  Add a two 
to three paragraph explanation of how the machine works using at least six subordinate clauses.  Underline the 
clauses. 

Top Five Subordinate Conjunctions Listicle: Informative 
A listicle is a cross between an article (magazine, newspaper, blog) and a list.  It presents facts about a topic in ranked 
order.  This informational/explanatory form is growing in popularity because it is clearly organized based on criteria 
and presented in concise pieces.  To verify how popular this genre really is, use an Internet search engine and type in 
either “top ____” or “____ ways” (where the blank is a number between 5 and 20).  Discuss the variety of ways that 
the listicle is used. 
 
After previewing the listicle form, students will write a listicle of the top five subordinate conjunctions.  The first job in 
any listicle is to define the category of information that will be ranked.  In this assignment, that is fixed; the category is 
subordinate conjunctions.  Next the author has to define a system to rank the items within the category.  Sometimes 
this is simply the author’s personal preference, but more convincing listicles have a criteria.  Criteria can be thought of 
as a list of desirable characteristics for the item to have.  Here are some possible criteria to consider when ranking 
subordinate conjunctions. 

Used frequently  Easy to spell Clear, not easy to confuse  Short, less writing 
Unique, no other subordinate conjunctions have the same meaning 

 
Here are some examples of how an author might apply these criteria.    
                             after ranks higher than because  —> easier to spell 
  because ranks higher than as much as —> used more frequently 
  although ranks higher than before —> clearer, it cannot be used as a preposition 
     when ranks higher than as soon as —> shorter length 
  as long as ranks higher than even though —> unique 
 
Students begin by choosing three criteria from the ones above (or their own) and rank their top five subordinate 
conjunctions.   Students will use their own experience to judge such things as which are most frequently used and 
which are easiest to spell.   
 
Next, students use a dictionary to gather the exact definition(s) and word origins of each conjunction on their list.  
Finally students write a draft which includes a listicle title, two-three sentence introduction, five item headings, and 
five item paragraphs. 

introduction—states what the list is and how the items on it are ranked (explain the criteria) 
item paragraphs—includes one to two background sentences on the meaning and origin of the conjunction 

and two to three sentences on how it matched up with the criteria (why it was ranked that way) 

after as soon as if so that when 

although as though In order that than whenever 

as because now that though where 

as if before once unless wherever 

as long as even if provided (that) until while 

as much as even though since   


